












































 I situate myself somewhere between performer, director, and observer. I do not 
exclusively call myself a photographer. Although photography is the most common 
subject in my work, photography is not my only means of investigating it. For me, the 
medium of photography is immensely complicated because of its history of use for 
representation of others and self, its social applications, and commercial purposes. The 
photograph as an object, the psyche of being a photographer, and the internalization of 
performing for the camera are paramount to the questions that I seek answers for in my 
work. 
The technological shift of the photographic image becoming a digital image has 
resulted in massive consumer and psychological shifts. Like previous technological 
innovations in the past, older technologies become obsolete. It is in these moments of 
obsoleting modes that constructions of thought and engagement surrounding those 
technologies are revealed. It is after the shift from vernacular use of still photographs to 
moving films that the psychology of the posed photograph becomes visible. This is 
evident in the study of my grand fathers films where his subjects in his first 8mm films 
held themselves still while being recorded in motion. Only after the first several films had 
been exposed, processed and watched did his subjects internalize and enact a filmic self. 
 
New technologies in the age of the Internet are too altering the phycology of 
engagement with performing, distributing, and consuming representations of self and 
others. The decline of the print and the acceleration of digital communication have 
altered human existence in ways that are only now partially seen. The creation of 
photographs continues to accelerate. More photographs will be made in a single second 
than ever before the second I am typing this. The same statement will be true for the 
second following. My practice is an investigation of these shifts both visually and 
internally. My own relationship and habits revolving around the use of digital media has 
launched me on a path of photographic construction resulting in the photographic series 
titled Removed. 
Removed avails performance, portraiture, and photography to question the 
physical utility of personal devices and the ways they influence society, relationships, and 
the body. The photographed scenes are derived from observations in my daily life. I ask 
the sitters to reenact my original observations and seconds before the exposure is made, I 
remove the device from the their hand. The sitter is asked to remain frozen as if they 
were still engaged with their device. The project is a form of intervention, calling 
attention to the use of devices by family members and those around me that I do not 
know. The making of the photograph operates as a way of disrupting the isolation I feel 
from strangers who barricade themselves behind their technology. This exchange creates 
new relationships while also asking the viewer to question their own device habits. I am 
excited by the way the viewer fills in the device at first look. It is as if the device has 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Film Still, Ken Berghuis, 1957 
 
